HIKSA STAFF HONORED BY SOUTHERN FORUM
Work of Six Men to be Reviewed

Kenyon will be well represented at the Fourth Arts Forum at the University of the South in Sewanee, Tenn. On the basis of their writings in H.I.K.S.A., six Kenyon men's work will be reviewed and discussed by some of the country's leading critics.

The forums on literature, on March 28, will consider poetry and drama. The forum on poetry will present three times as many Kenyon as any other college represented. Furthermore, two of the six members of the forum on drama are graduates of Robert Peck Warren, Assistant Professor of Drama, and Robert Lowell and John Thompson Jr., who are now teaching at Bard College.

The men whose poetry has been selected for the review are John Roder, Anthony Hecht, George Steiner, Merrill B. Edelman, and Oliver Whyte. The members of the forum on drama were those who had been invited on their poetry, which has appeared in H.I.K.S.A. and which is also part of the forum's subject.

Sports Revival

Kenyon teams have always been fighting teams. Through the years they have met and defeated many a large and able foe; and when faced by defeat themselves they con- tinued playing in the great tradition of the college. A recent example of a stout-hearted team was Davison's last football squad last season which was often outscored but seldom out-played.

During the war when many large and strong collegial athletics discontinued intercollegiate athletics Kenyon continued them. The rewards were meager. Victories were few and losses were many, but the tradi- tion of sportsmanship was carried on. And though defeat after defeat must have dis- couraged the players, something kept them plugging along.

The winter season has drawn to a close and as we look back over the records we see that the athletic scene is returning to normalcy. On the basketball court Fat Pasini had a tall and capable team which succeeded in win- ning more than half of its games. Led by Eppa Ricey, the Lord gagers served notice that they would be a strong contender for the conference title in '48.

Probably the brightest spot on the record book belongs to the swimming team. The college has always had excellent swimming teams, but the 1945-6 one is composed almost entirely of freshmen, and in the next three years should develop into the best in Kenyon's history.

The ball is rolling. Next month Kenyon (you) will field teams in five sports; baseball, track, tennis, golf, and lacrosse. Everyone of these teams deserve your whole-hearted support. If you can play, by all means "go out and, cheer on, give the partic- ipants every encouragement. Their success depends upon you.

Compulsory Chapel

An innovation has come in the compulsory chapel system. It was announced at the begin- ning of this semester that students could attend the church of their choosing, and with a note signed by the minister, receive chapel credit. It is encouraging that this step was finally taken in an attempt to remedy an undying attitude is to be commended for acknowledging certain faults of compulsory chapel attendance and for cor- recting them. Compulsory chapel should be aban- doned entirely.

We are opposed to compulsory attendance at chapel, thinking it would be better to see the moral justification or practicality of a system that forces a man to attend a church service, pre- sumably to his liking, but which does the re- verse. It does the reverse because it is inherent in man's nature to resist compulsory or authoritarian methods of controlling his mind or will. More could be made of church- going in the realm of liberal education if it were made voluntary, so that each man could judge his own mind on the basis of exposure to chapel as an intellectual experience. In this manner the church could not be an initial bias against the principle of compul- sory chapel, which so often determines a man's attitude on this subject as soon as he comes to Kenyon. We believe the virtues of conscience, spiritual awakening, and inner belief to be above and beyond regulation by compulsion.

The old maxim that "You can drive a horse to water but you can't make him drink" can certainly be extended to the condition where the flock is being corralled and at the same time is being asked to drink in the pure waters from the fountain of God. It just won't work. Despite compulsion, the individual will de- cide according to reason's dictates whether or not he will utilize the water of the Ob- servation of faces and postures (when not in silent prayer) has led us to the conclusion that many of the students are attentive to serv- ice, much less satisfying their intellectual and spiritual thirst. Compulsory chapel for a man who has an inner resistance to it will do more harm in narrowing that individual's conception of it (as being a disagree- able, irrational duty which one must tend to on a certain number of Sundays each semester), then it could do good if the individual let it.

For the benefit of those who say that "men should not come to Kenyon if they don't want to go to chapel, because the rule is right in the catalog," we believe that many of these men also knew when they came to Kenyon that it is a liberal school, and one which makes changes when it sees fit, in order to broaden its liberal tradition. If it is to hope for many, therefore, that this vistige of past history will soon be done away with.

The Music Committee presented for the third year in its series, Edgar Bogardus, pianist. He played:

Chinese Allegro Allegro from the Piano Concerto in E minor Sonata No. 10 in F minor "Winter Dreams" Rachmaninoff No. 3 in G minor D minor Chopin

As encore Mr. Bogardus played one of Chopin's Nocturnes and another piece of the same composer's. A Chop- sodie was the most interesting and best played number on the program. There is much talent on the Hill. Mr. Bogardus can count himself among those who comprise it.

The Music Committee thanks those of the faculty and student body who have so faithfully supported these annual concerts, and will con- tinue to find them as worth while in the future as they have in the past.
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NEWS BRIEFS

KATZ ASSEMBLY

William S. Katz, Dean of the University of Chicago, spoke in the Student Center on Thursday, February 21. Dean Katz described the assembly as a "meat and potatoes" presentation that dealt explicitly with student demands.

He described student demands as stemming from two sources: an awareness of student responsibility and the need for student independence. Dean Katz expanded his presentation in the following talk:

"The cool kids are the ones who are involved, who are aware, who are independent. The problem is that there is a lack of involvement on the part of the student body." He added that if the students don't do something about it, "the responsibility will remain with the administration and the faculty, and we will be denied the services we want." He concluded his talk by stating, "The cool kids are the ones who will take over the campus."
OBERLIN SWIMMERS REPEAT; KENYON 2nd in Slow Meet

The Kenyon men, although missing 50 points, were edged out of the Ohio Conference Swimming Championship by Oberlin College, March 10, at_as Poor Pool. Raising the final event of the meet, the 400 yd medley relay, with an 8 point advantage, the Oberlin team clinched the title by gaining a second place in that event. The Kenyon squad, which Oberlin surpassed in every event, was never headed in the championship. A delayed moment during the afternoon preliminaries that the meet would be a iosd between Kenyon and Oberlin, however, Oberlin-free style support appeared to be the decisive factor in the evening finals. Yeoman labor by Bruce Raley, impressive free style, earned individual advancement by sweeping three first places. Harry Lang paced the Kenyon swimmers in taking a first in the 50, a record in the 100, and a first in the 400 yd relay. Dan Clark also showed well in netting the 200 yd butterfly. An individual with a second place in the 300 yd medley relay.

MERMEM INVITED TO FENNY RELAYS

CLEVELAND, O.-Plant for an Invitational College Swimming Relay Meet-first of its kind to be staged in Cleveland, was announced by the co-promoters of the event, which will bring some of Ohio's best swimmers to the Edward H. Fisher Pool at Kent College tomorrow.

Participating colleges will be Case, Baldwin-Wallace, Painesville, Kenyon, Muskingum, Wooster, Western Reserve, Bowling Green, and Oberlin on the basis of present registrations. A large banner trophy will be awarded, as well as a total of $240 in medals for members of the first, second, and third place teams.

The preliminaries will be at 2:30 p.m., tomorrow, and the finals at 5:30 p.m. on the same day. The attempt will be to have all meets in the Invitational, which is similar to that staged annually in the Western Conference and the Ivy League, to be a 200-yard free style relay, a 200-yard individual medley, a 300-yard medley relay, and a 400-yard free style relay.

SEVEN LETTERMEN RETURN TO DIAMOND

Twenty-two men reported for spring practice under the roof of Rose Hall and the stables. The letterman, automatically placed with MacGregor and Montague in the pecking order, are Kreider and Will- cob, juniors; and Callis, seniors; and Otto, junior, all of whom have proved fit 1914 in the junior varsity. Also returning in 42 and Colins, who lettered last year, are the catch-

ing will probably split between Harry Lang, a letter-man and Andy Bowen.

The schedule:
April 8 at Capital at Buc-
Cleveland at St. Mary's-
Peoria at Washington-
Kenton at Painesville-
May 1 Ashland at Johns-
Columbia at Burg-
Marine City at Loomis-
Western Reserve at Rose-

Seven of the 13 races will be at home.
A game with Paine College is the last match at Rose Hall.

Racquet Busters

Kenyon tennis team, backed by Bob White, Richard Cobb in doubles, and Frank Kinsey, usually awaiting to take to the races in April, is the team for the Invitational events in the College Classic, April 10th, when the Lords clash with Painesville College at Ohio State University at Columbus. Practice sessions in Rose Hall, organized by Head Athletic Director H. F. P. Fat Farnie, begun February 1, and will continue, with turnings for open competition. Informing information incluse John Parks and Dick Hersh- bacher, while a growing new comer, Bill Schuesbeck, 1945 student at Ohio State, and Tinker. Bolster hopes for the coming season.

Plans are underway to obtain a new tennis racch but none have yet been selected, according to Coach Parnie.
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THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER

By John Hertman

Revision of the Lacrosse club at Kenyon has been made possible by a handful of students, spearheaded by several men who ranked high in New England prep school competition. Penn State has already been scheduled for this spring and games with Ohio State, Hobbart, Pitt and Illinois State Teachers are being contemplated.

As an introductory word to the anticipated, Lacrosse, although comparatively new to the Midwest, is a sport of much historical flavor. Originally played by the North American Indians it has crept into competition on the college level. Played with ten men it is a quasi-combination of football, soccer, and hockey.

A small rubber ball is carried from man to man by means of the circe, or meshed racquet. A tally is registered when the ball is passed into the net, or goal. Precision in the sport which incurs fewer injuries than football is dependent more upon skill developed through practice than upon brute strength.

However, this sport does have its rough-and-tumble moments but, essentially, successful performance depends upon skillful manipulation of the circe and sportsmanship.

Kenyon lacrosse, instituted in 1940, has been student-sponsored with the more-experienced players comprising the coaching staff. This has proved substantial enough in the past (Kenyon upset the University of Michigan 11-9 in 1941); however, the club is desirous of faculty interest. That interest in the promotion of this Kenyon sport is in the making since a large restrictive membership to strengthen the starting team, because of the vigorous nature of the sport lacrosse is dependent upon a large number of students—in the same it approximates hockey. The nucleus of this year's lacrosse team—Allen, Vail, Dachner, Park, Lincoln, Weaver, Firestone, and Covert—are at present stimulating interest in the student body. Players and a student manager are needed. The attendance of any Kenyon man at the lacrosse practice will be welcome.
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is too burdensome, the natural
protestantism in everyone pro-
duces barriers in his mind. For
these reasons, our chief concern
with Chapel is to have the ser-
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